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KETTLER 2019: SKYLON 10 

NEW ENERGY FOR THE GYM@HOME  

 

Now a standard feature in the Fitness Studio, and also one of the most popular and 

simultaneously most effective training devices in the Gym@HOME: the Crosstrainer. The 

SKYLON 10 from KETTLER combines a high degree of functionality and smart features with 

an appealing design – which makes working out within one’s own four walls into a whole new 

experience.  

 

Fitness for your entire body 

Whether for your warm-up or some healthy endurance training: a Crosstrainer combines 

aerobic training with a pattern of movement which is easy on the joints. Ergonomically 

coordinated grips increase the level of training comfort, and enable training using various grip 

positions, which allows you to concentrate on various muscle groups. Thus the new KETTLER 

Crosstrainer also stimulates the large muscles of the legs, the arms, and the trunk – but without 

the impact stress which jogging produces.  

 

Stable construction – regular updating 

Thanks to the reworked frame with its honeycomb shape and its massive tubular construction, 

this Crosstrainer has an even more stable design, and is perfect for strenuous workouts which 

put your entire body to the test. Documentation of your performance is now even more user-

friendly and compact, thanks to the improved Display and simplified menu navigation. Besides 

the distance covered, speed, and training duration, the Cockpit in the Basic, Advanced and 

Premium versions also delivers data on calories burned and on your training pulse, which helps 

to plan your workout even more effectively. Variety and lasting motivation are guaranteed when 

you connect to the KETTMaps App, with which training routes of various intensities can be 

deployed. The Premium models also enable watt-orientierted training and feature their own 

Coaching-, Training- and Challenge functions. 
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Crosstraining Deluxe  

With the SKYLON 10, KETTLER presents a High-End Training partner to fulfill every wish. 

This Crosstrainer, made in Germany, captivates with its premium workmanship and its full 

range of training features: foot “inlets” with a special surface structure on the foot rests relieve 

stress on the foot, and also stimulate blood circulation. A Bluetooth Chest Belt, included in the 

scope of delivery, sends body-related data to the Bluetooth-compatible Premium Display to 

enable targeted training of individual impact zones. Through the Induction Brake system, the 

front-wheeler with its high oscillating weight of 22 kg runs consistently and quietly even against 

high resistance, so that the trainer can keep the family company without disturbing them.  

 

With a stride length of 46 cm, the SKYLON 10 provides the highest level of training comfort to 

family members both large and small. Thanks to its folding mechanism and Easy Roller 

system, it’s easier than ever to set up, take down, and stow away the Crosstrainer. With just a 

few manual movements, the Crosstrainer is folded up and put away.   

 

Get to know more about KETTLER under: www.kettler.de and on Facebook + Instagram 

 

 

Product Data KETTLER SKYLON 10 

 

Price (recommended*): 1,999.00 € 

Brake system: Induction Brake 

Oscillating weight: 22 kg 

Features: Premium Display, Bluetooth Chest Belt, Sponge 

Rubber Foot-Inlets 

Dimensions when set up (L x B x H): 214 x 68 x 170 cm 

Max. Weight Load: 150 kg  
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About KETTLER: 
 
1949 was the year in which Heinz Kettler, at the age of 22, turned his dream into reality and laid the foundation stone for his 
company. He went into business for himself and took up what was in the air at that time: a new beginning, a booming economy, 
consumerism, prosperity for all. Thus the young Heinz Kettler developed and produced what people wanted. The first successes 
came with kitchen and later camping articles. The company's big breakthrough came with the Piccolo camping chair and, of 
course, the legendary KETTCAR. The KETTCAR still moves generations of kids today! 
What followed was a post-war career. Later, the first aluminium wheel and home sports articles were added, rounding off the 
company's range of leisure articles. Thus the assortment grew to a broad collection around the pleasurable life and covers today 
the ranges sport articles, garden furniture as well as play and child.  
Around 500 employees, most of them based around the company's headquarters in Ense-Parsit, Westphalia, stand for the 
development, manufacture and sale of innovative products with the highest quality standards for active leisure activities for young 
and old. 
 
 
* Manufacturer’s non-binding price recommendation. 
 

http://www.kettler.de/
https://www.facebook.com/KETTLERSports/
https://www.instagram.com/kettlersports/?hl=de

